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Seeded Crackers and Easy Flatbreads
If you want a culinary experimental journey, start 
with the idea of “three parts flour, one part water” 
baked in a hot oven for 10 minutes, iterate half a 
dozen times, and you’ll end up rediscovering what 
the Ancient Egyptians first made: flatbread. Making 
crackers and flatbread is easier than you think. Way 
easier.

Crackers and their untrimmed version, flatbreads, 
are sometimes leavened—pita and saltine crackers, 
for example, use yeast—while other times 
unleavened. Unleavened versions take minutes 
to mix and minutes to bake, hence their religious 
symbolism in Judaism’s Passover and Christianity’s 
Eucharist. Regardless of symbolism, they’re quick to 
make: 20 minutes, start to finish.

You’ll find these crackers to be crisper than their 
leavened counterparts—treat them as vehicles for 
toppings.

In a bowl, measure out:

 1 cup (140g) bread flour
 1/3 cup (80mL) water
 ½ teaspoon (3g) table salt (don’t use coarse 

salt; it won’t mix in well)
 2 teaspoons (10mL) olive oil
 2–4 tablespoons seeds and herbs (optional; try 

equal parts poppy seeds and sesame seeds)

Using a spoon, mix to form a “shaggy” dough. 
It will be quite dry. Pick it up with your hands 
and knead it for a minute or two. Divide in half, 
setting half aside for a second batch.

On a lightly floured cutting board, roll the dough 
out into a strip about 6 inches (15 cm) wide, and 
as long as possible. You want the dough to be 
rolled out as thinly as possible; aim for about 
an eighth of an inch (a few millimeters). If your 
crackers come out tough, roll them thinner!

Using a knife, trim the dough into squares or 
strips—or leave untrimmed for a large, flatbread-
style cracker.

Prick the dough with fork tines (this prevents 
pockets of air from billowing up the crackers), 
then transfer to a baking sheet.

Bake at 400°F / 200°C for 10–12 minutes, until 
light brown. If your crackers come out chewy, 
bake a few minutes longer.

Notes

• If the seeds and herbs toast well, then they’ll 
work well in crackers. Try sesame seeds, 
sunflower seeds, poppy seeds, fennel seeds, 
ground black pepper, rosemary, and all their 
combinations.

• I can’t resist adding a non sequitur here: in 
technology, a cracker is someone who illicitly 
breaks into systems, while a hacker is someone 
who “thinks like a geek” and 
creatively uses things 
outside their original 
purpose.
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